
  - 14:29 : <br>Welcome to <b>PhET</b>!<br><br>For help on using BigBlueButton see these (short) <a href="event:http://www.bigbluebutton.org/content/videos"><u>tutorial videos</u></a>.<br><br>To join the audio bridge click the headset icon (upper-left hand corner). <b>You can mute yourself in the Listeners window.</b><br>
Mary Courtney - 15:01 : I think I ahve camera, but have somehow turned off my sound!
karen - 15:02 : Mary, click the headset icon to get your sound back.
Trish Loeblein - 15:02 : the headset icon will have a red X on  it when you have the listening on.
karen - 15:02 : Kathleen, can you click the headset icon in the upper left so you can hear us.
karen - 15:04 : yes
karen - 15:05 : Fyi, the course content will be available even after the course has finished.
Kathleen Miller - 15:05 : very interesting
karen - 15:06 : good feedback
karen - 15:06 : What grades and subjects do you each teach?
Mary Courtney - 15:07 : Chemistry grades 9-11
Kathleen Miller - 15:07 : middle school general science
Mary Courtney - 15:07 : Have also taught earth science and biology
Mary Courtney - 15:08 : I will use this lesson as is!!
Mary Courtney - 15:09 : I really liked this activity to help me analyze what I am doing
karen - 15:10 : Hi, Abelardo.
karen - 15:11 : Click the headset icon in the upper left cornder so you can hear us.
Kathleen Miller - 15:11 : That would be very helpful, I do like getting feedback from other teachers so I would love to submit some ideas
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:12 : Hello Everybody
Mary Courtney - 15:12 : Hello!
Kathleen Miller - 15:12 : Hi
karen - 15:12 : We can hear you.
Mary Courtney - 15:13 : yes, I heard you
karen - 15:13 : If you want to mute your mic, just click the microphone next to your name under Listerners.
karen - 15:13 : :)
karen - 15:14 : <a href="event:http://phet.colorado.edu/en/for-teachers"> <u>http://phet.colorado.edu/en/for-teachers</u></a> 
Kathleen Miller - 15:14 : Should I use the contributions link to send in lesson plan ideas?
Trish Loeblein - 15:15 : yes use the contribution link
Kathleen Miller - 15:15 : ok, thanks
karen - 15:15 : Limited computer tiem is often a problem. I like to use a "stations" type approach to cope with this.
karen - 15:16 : I'm wondering if some teachers use these sims at an interactive whiteboard w/kids coming up to the board as another strategy to cope w/limited computer time.
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:17 : Computer Lab use is severely limeted in my school, that is a problem. Yes, smartboards are a plus!! 
karen - 15:18 : Having a downloadable option is great.
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:18 : Yes, specially with older model laptops, like I had this summer
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:19 : On each sim there is also an individual link to download them
karen - 15:20 : Creative Commons license means that materials are freely shareable (You don't have to ask permission from the author)
Kathleen Miller - 15:21 : I have an activboard and the sims run great on them also
karen - 15:21 : Nice
Kathleen Miller - 15:21 : I sometimes assign a student 'professor' to work the controls while everyone else observes
Mary Courtney - 15:22 : our students all have netbooks so I hope they work well on them
karen - 15:22 : I like to get the kids up to the whiteboard as much as possible
karen - 15:22 : They should work well on netbooks as long as they have java (and flash) installed
Kathleen Miller - 15:22 : let me know Mary, our school is looking into more technology
karen - 15:23 : I love netbooks. More useful than iPads for a lot of things in my opinion
Mary Courtney - 15:23 : ok thanks.  I will look through the FAQ and try it out on netbooks first
Kathleen Miller - 15:24 : I am glad they are identfied as high or middle school
karen - 15:24 : Kids are probably better at experimenting than I am! :)
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:24 : Are they all identified as Middle or high school? I did not see that info...
Mary Courtney - 15:25 : you can select the level when you browse
Kathleen Miller - 15:25 : Not sure, but a lot of them are and the ones that can be modified usually say that
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:25 : Oh yes, that I did see on the search part
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:26 : And yes, even some of the advanced ones can be used with the curriculum that we have in middle school down here
Kathleen Miller - 15:27 : that's a different chat, isn't it!
Mary Courtney - 15:29 : I like that idea of using teh sim alongside teh lab to help explain and understand what they are seeing in the lab
Kathleen Miller - 15:29 : so would you use these at the same time?
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:29 : I like that slide! You can get them thiking about how the actual lab will be run
karen - 15:29 : Would you do lab or sim first?
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:30 : I would do sim, I think...
Kathleen Miller - 15:30 : that's a great idea, do the sim first so the lab runs more efficiently
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:30 : then have them jump into a hands on
Mary Courtney - 15:30 : i think I would do the lab first, try to explain, then use teh sim to check their explanation
karen - 15:30 : Could also rotate students through stations if computesr or lab space is limited.
Kathleen Miller - 15:30 : maybe they can pose their own questions to test in a lab
karen - 15:31 : I like that Kathleen
Mary Courtney - 15:31 : i like that using teh sim you can test so mnay more things than would be practical in a lab
Mary Courtney - 15:31 : me!
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:31 : YAY for edModo!!! 
Mary Courtney - 15:31 : Edmodo is cool adn the students like it
karen - 15:32 : I'm wondering if you all might like to see a PhET forum on Edmodo?
Mary Courtney - 15:32 : yes
Kathleen Miller - 15:32 : our system has their own server that includes webpages, blogs, podcasts
Mary Courtney - 15:32 : i learned about PhET in Edmodo
Mary Courtney - 15:32 : yep!
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:33 : Since districts normally will be inclined to block Facebook, the Kids love a social network that they can actually use at school
Mary Courtney - 15:33 : exactly
karen - 15:33 : agree
Kathleen Miller - 15:33 : so does ours
Mary Courtney - 15:33 : Edmodo = free
Kathleen Miller - 15:33 : ours is called fusion, and I think it is nationwide
Mary Courtney - 15:34 : I like the scaffolding options
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:34 : Yes
karen - 15:34 : Edmodo gives you the ability to screen things
karen - 15:34 : Also it's not public...just your class
Kathleen Miller - 15:34 : i can review everything before it is posted
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:35 : The good is that you as teacher have total control for their posting and comments, you an remove them easily
karen - 15:35 : I've seen no problems with Edmodo...even in lower grades
karen - 15:35 : As the teacher, you see everything
karen - 15:35 : and can delete things
Kathleen Miller - 15:36 : yes, that's important
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:36 : I like that idea, creating a "Playground" group...I did a "General Chat" and "Class discussions" to keep the main class wall clean
Mary Courtney - 15:36 : I have a lot of ELLs and could see making multiple versions of sim use
karen - 15:37 : Yes, good differentiation strategies
Kathleen Miller - 15:37 : is there a forum that teachers can share uses that worked for them
Mary Courtney - 15:37 : yes
Kathleen Miller - 15:38 : yes
Mary Courtney - 15:38 : I like that you gave us research based resources since we need to sue research-based .....
Mary Courtney - 15:38 : exactly what you are saying!
karen - 15:39 : <a href="event:http://phet.colorado.edu/en/research"> <u>http://phet.colorado.edu/en/research</u></a> 
Mary Courtney - 15:39 : I think this helps when talking to other teachers about what we are doing also
Mary Courtney - 15:40 : my students will be delighted if I have found effective ways to stop lecturing as much
karen - 15:41 : :)
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:41 : @Mary same here, they don't like lecture, they prefer Hands on
Mary Courtney - 15:41 : i will ahve to do pre and post tests a lot wiht our new teacher evaluations
Kathleen Miller - 15:42 : yes, we had that thrown at us last year
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:42 : I asses with a debrief statement on their journal...district likes to see them writing and expressing their learning
Mary Courtney - 15:42 : ok good
Mary Courtney - 15:42 : I'll be stealing all your chemistry!
Mary Courtney - 15:42 : lol
Kathleen Miller - 15:43 : clicker questions are great, and so is a quick ticket out the door
Kathleen Miller - 15:43 : the one you showed would be a good ticket in and ticket out
Mary Courtney - 15:44 : good thought
karen - 15:45 : good strategy... I like the "hidden" aspect
karen - 15:46 : We'd like your feedback on this course and P2PU in general, especially what you'd like to see in the future.
Mary Courtney - 15:46 : the azsynchornous is a good option -- we can do it when it fits in our schedule
Mary Courtney - 15:46 : especially with people all over teh world
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:46 : I like the web meetings!! Lets meet again if possible
karen - 15:46 : Thanks, Mary
karen - 15:47 : Thanks for the feedback, Abelardo
Kathleen Miller - 15:48 : I hope we can keep in touch and see how our efforts pay off this year.
karen - 15:49 : <a href="event:http://www.p2pu.org/school-of-ed"> <u>http://www.p2pu.org/school-of-ed</u></a> 
Kathleen Miller - 15:49 : thanks
Mary Courtney - 15:49 : thank you for helping us!
Kathleen Miller - 15:50 : thank you so much for taking the time to share your expertise!
Mary Courtney - 15:50 : this helps me get over teh hump of how to use these
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:50 : I will be checking in with you all for a possible staff development
Kathleen Miller - 15:50 : ok
Kathleen Miller - 15:51 : sorry, have to go finish making dinner now but this was a great session
Mary Courtney - 15:51 : bye!
karen - 15:51 : Thanks, Kathleen. See you online!
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:51 : see you all next time
Abelardo Garcia Jr - 15:51 : :D
 

